How hot is it in your car or car trunk?
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Park your car in the sun for a few hours and it gets hot, hot, hot. Just how hot does it get? Maximum operating
temperature for most consumer electronics including digital cameras is about 105F and storage is often a maximum of
120F.

Thank you for asking. On a 95 degree day, my car parked in the sun gets to nearly 140 degrees. I know because I ran
the experiment! Your's could be hotter.

Here's what I did. I bought an Oregon Scientific RMR382/BLRBK Wireless Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer with SelfSetting Atomic Clock from Fry's Electronics for $23 and set it up according to instructions. The outdoor thermometer
reads up to 140F, but the indoor tops out at 122F. In the morning before work, I reset the min/max temperature and
placed the "outdoor" thermometer in the passenger compartment and the "indoor" atomic clock with thermometer in the
trunk. When I got to work, I parked the car in the sun.

After work I checked the maximum temperature. Inside the passenger compartment, the temperature had reached 130
while in the trunk it was a cool 120. The official high for the cloudless day was 95. I've performed the experiment many
times now with similar results, sometimes higher and sometimes lower.

The operating termperature for electronic equiment, like digital cameras, is often specified to be limited to temperatures
below 105 F and storage to 120 F or less. On a sunny day, neither the passenger compartment nor the trunk offers a
temperature safe storage for digital cameras or other equipment.

Can an ice chest in the trunk provide a safe haven for electronics? To answer the question, I placed the outdoor
thermometer inside an empty plastic cooler (Blue Coleman, 9-qt, $10) in the trunk. After a day in the sun, temperature
inside the ice chest in the trunk was about 15 degrees cooler. Of course there was no ice in the ice chest, because ice
would create a humidity problem for any electronics or lenses.

Finally, I tested a padded cooler (6-can, $8) inside the ice chest by putting the outdoor thermometer in the innermost
padded cooler. The temperature inside the coolers now read 25-30 F lower than that inside the passenger compartment.
Even on days when the outside temperature was 105, the inner compartment remained below 105 F as long as it cooled
down at night into the 70's.

While it is safer to have my camera or other electronics with me at all times, that's not always possible, at least now I
know that I can leave my gear in a locked trunk inside double cooler and not have to worry about the temperature. Theft
is another matter.

Consider this quote from http://www.tucsonaz.gov/hottopics/hotcars.html:

"A car’s temperature rises an average of 19 degrees within the first 10 minutes after a car is closed up. It then rises an
average of another 10 degrees within the next 10 minutes culminating in an average rise of 43 degrees within an hour."
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